**Primary 3**

### Concentration
You will need a set of dominoes.

Place all dominoes face down and shuffle.

Players take turns to turn over two dominoes whose total number of combined dots adds up to 12. If a player finds two dominoes that add up to 12, they keep the pair and play again. The player with the most pairs is the winner.

### Fact Family Triangles
Fact Triangles are similar to flashcards although they are a better way of showing and practicing fact families. Fact Families are sets of three numbers that can be divided or multiplied together and they help develop understanding of the relationship between multiplication and division.

**Challenge**
- Can you create your own fact family triangles?

### My Heart...
Measure your heart beat for 10 seconds. Convert to ‘beats per minute.’ Run around then measure it again. Has it increased?

**Challenge:**
- Can you convert the increase to a percentage?

### Obstacle Course
Create an obstacle course outside with things you have in your home and garden.

Calculate your average time to complete the course over 5 attempts.

### Scavenger Hunt
- Ask an adult to give you cards with different lengths/heights/weights on them.
- Go on a scavenger hunt around your house and garden and gather things you think match the length, height or weight.
- Ask an adult to help you check how well you have done using a tape measure and kitchen scales!
## Adjective Detective
Do you know your adjectives from your adverbs?

Visit [https://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/learning-activities/languages/words/adjective-detective/](https://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/learning-activities/languages/words/adjective-detective/) to test your knowledge!

## I'm Hungry!
Can you write instructions to make a sandwich?

**Remember...**
- Instructions are written for someone who needs to know how to do something.
- They are written in the present tense.
- They use clear descriptions.
- The need time connectives.

**Challenge...**
Can you challenge an adult to follow your instructions and make themselves a sandwich?

## What’s in the Box?
You will need an old box

Find an old box (perhaps a shoe box) and decorate it on the outside with brightly coloured paper and lots of questions marks!

Collect different items from around your home and garden (fruit, sticks, leaves etc), and blindfold your players!

Your players feel inside the box and try to guess what the object is.

## Wee Summer Sing
Every Monday to Thursday the National Youth Choir of Scotland will post a song or rhyme with an accompanying game.

On Friday of each week, they will have a live session where they will sing all their favourites together.

Follow this link to join in [https://www.nycos.co.uk/wee-sing/summer/](https://www.nycos.co.uk/wee-sing/summer/)

## On va à Paris!
Follow this link to take a virtual trip to Paris!

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptSPFkZORDY&feature=youtu.be](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptSPFkZORDY&feature=youtu.be)
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